TUNDRARELIEFFEATURES
NEAR POINT BARROW, ALASKA
Keith M. Hussey* and Ronald W. Michelsont
ABSTRACT. The distributionof minor tundra relief patterns shows that topography plays a
leading part in their development. In extensive areas of very low relief, local expression may
well exceed the regional range. Aside from the initialrelief, the greatestdeviations from a flat
surface in the Barrow area are related to the growth or thaw of ground ice. This leads to such
features as high- and low-centred polygons, ice-wedge troughs, ice-cored mounds and thaw
basins of all sizes. The genesis of most of these features has been determined. However, it has
been questioned that the basins could have been formed by thaw. Specimens of the frozen
ground were collected and analyzed to determine their relative ice content. The values were
extrapolated, and it was found that even the largest basins can be true thermokarst features.

RfiSUMfi. Traits derelief de la toundra prbs de Point Barrow, Alaska. La distribution des
traits mineurs du relief de la toundra demontre que la topographie joue un r6le majeur dans
leur ddveloppement. Dans de grandes zones de relief trbs faible, l’expression locale dkpasse
souvent la portke rkgionale. Abstraction faite du relief initial, les plus grandes ddviations de
la surface plane dans la rdgion de Barrow sont likes B la croissance ou B la fonte de la glace
dans le sol. Ce qui donnedes traits comme les polygones B centre souleve ou en creux, les fentes
de coins de glace, les monticules B noyau deglace et des cuvettes de fonte de toutes
dimensions.
On a pu determiner la genhse de la plupart deces traits. Cependant, on a mis en doute laformation des cuvettes par lafonte. La cueillette et l’analyse de specimens de sol gel6 ont permis
de determiner leur teneur relative en glace. Ces valeurs extrapolees ont dkmontr6 que mkme
les plus grandes cuvettes peuvent &re d’origine thermokarstique.
REZBME. Osobennostirel’efa tundry vblizi Mysa Barrou, AlaCka. Rasprostranenietipov
malogo rel’efa tundry pokazyvaet chto topografil3 igraet znachitel’nul’ rol’ v ikh obrazovanii.
Na obshirnykh uchastkakh ochen’ nizkogo rel’efa lokal’nye cherty mogut prevyshat’raionnyi
kharakter.Krome pervonachal’nogo rel’efa naibolee znachitel’nyeotklonenifi ot ploskol
poverkhnosti v raione Barrou svGzany s rostom ili t a h i e m podzemnogo l’da. Eto privodit k
formirovanifi vysoko i nizko kon6entrirovannykh poligonov, ledfinykh klin’evprogibov,
ledanykh bugrov i vpadin tal3niB raznogo raamera. Genesis bol’shinstva Ctikh chert ustanovlen. NesmotrB na eto schitaetsa somnitel’nym chto vpadiny obrazovalis’ taaniem. Obraatsy
merzlykh gruntovbylisobrany i proanalizirovany s Gel’i3 opredelit’ otnositel’noe soderzhanie l’da. Dannyebyli ekstrapolirovanyi bylo ustanovleno, chto dazhe samye bol’shie
vpadiny mogli imet’ podlinnye cherty termokarsta.

Introduction

M

of the landform features characteristic of the Arctic Coastal Plain are
well developed in the area immediately south of Barrow, Alaska (Fig. 1).
Among the morepredominantarethe
polygonalground andthenumerous
oriented lake basins. These features have been described in considerable detail
by several investigators, including Black(1950,
1954), Black and Barksdale
(1949), Rex (1958), Britton (1958), Carlson (1957), Rosenfeld and Hussey (1958),
O’Sullivan and Hussey (1957), Carsonand Hussey (1960, 1962), Lachenbruch
(1962a). Other localized frost-related features include the hummocks, mounds,
and stripes.
ANY
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Fig. 1. Map of Alaska showing the Arctic Coastal Plain and Point Barrow.

In thisreport,major
relief featuresareconsidered
to be extensive areas
such as: thawlake basins, initialsurface residuals, residual slopefeatures and
more prominent drainage features; local areas such as troughs and ridgesassociated with the ice-wedge polygons, hummocks, mounds and stripes, are referred
to as minor relief features.
Statement of the Problem
The distribution of many of theminor relief features, especially those
thatmakeupthe
variety of groundpatterns, .indicates that each tendstobe
associated withaparticularmajor
relief feature. This suggests that the topographicposition may be a criticalfactorin
thedevelopment of minor relief
features through the passive control it exercises on the active processes.
It is importanttotheproblemthata
description bepresented of some
of theminor relief features andtheirtopographicsetting
to establish their
relationship tothegeomorphic
processes; thattheevolution
of the present
topography, as it is determined by thesubsurfaceground iceconditions, be
analyzed; and, in the light of the above, that the cyclic generation of the thaw
lake basins be discussed.
The relationship between the minor relief features and their topographic
positions can be determinedfromastudy
of aerialphotographs of the area.

i
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The association has beenattributedtooneormorefactors.Theseinclude
relative degree ofsurfaceandsub-surfacedrainage,spatialandquantitative
distribution of ground ice, angle of slope, and particle size distribution of sediments. Field observations and measurements indicate that all
of thesefactors
do exert an influence on the development of minor relief features in general,
and that one of them is usually dominant in any specific area.
Inasmuch as most of the geomorphic processes inthe Barrow area are
associated with the presence and the behaviour of ground ice, a knowledge of
its spatial and quantitative distribution
is essential to an understanding of the
evolution of the landforms characteristic of the area. The landscape is typical
of thermokarst regions, the topography of which, according to Muller (1947),
is produced by “settling or caving of the ground due to melting of ground ice.”
This process is probablyresponsible for the formation of mostlake basins in
the Barrow area. However, to establish the validity of the assumption, it must
be shown that the ground ice is, or was, sufficiently abundant to produce, by
melting, the relief existing in the Barrow area.Fielddata
reveal thatthe
quantity of ground ice varies withtopographicsetting.
The effects of this
variation on the major and minor relief features is not a simple problem. Therefore,onemustdetermine
the relationshipbetween the geomorphicfeatures
and the ground ice conditions to find the significance of each.
Relief Characteristics
GENERAL
TOPOGRAPHY
The Arctic coastal plain is an emergent region with very low relief. Typical
featuresare the numerousthawlake
basins andthe polygonal ground. It is
estimated that 50-75 per cent of the coastal plain is covered either by lakes or
by marshes that occupy low areas or former lake basins (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2.

Oblique aerial view of numerous lakes and ponds of the Arctic Coastal Plain.
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The remaining 50-25 per cent is relatively higher and will be referred to
as the initialsurface residuals (see following sectionfordefinition).
Inthe
Barrow area, relief betweenthe initialsurface and basins isof theorder of
10-15 feet. Relief of 10-20 feet,onthe
initial surface, andapparentlynot
associated with lake basin development, will be referred to as initial relief (Figs.
7-9 and relateddiscussion).
Both low and high relief surfaces show the polygonal ground characteristic
of permafrost regions. This pattern is produced by contraction of the ground
during extreme low winter temperature. Cracks form in which water and snow
collect and turn into ice wedges. These gradually grow downward (Lachenbruch
1962a) and also surround the polygons. The processes associated with the accumulationandthaw
of the ice are responsiblefor the important minor relief
features that are so much a part of the polygonal ground.
The polygons can be classified into two types: those with high centres, and
thosewithlowcentres.
The distribution of each type is associated witha
particular major relief feature. The high-centredtype is generally confined to
the relatively highand well-drained initialsurface residuals, whereas the lowcentred type features the basins. Basins that have been recently drained are the
exceptioninthatthey
show thedevelopment of high-centred polygons. It is
believed that this is onlyatemporary
stage, related tothedraining
of the
basin with concomitant erosion along the ice-wedge troughs. The reasons for
these associations are given in the following discussions of high- and low-centred
polygons.
Other geomorphic features in the Barrow area include ice-cored mounds,
drainagefeaturespeculiar
to beadedstreams, minor relief characteristics of
slopes, and those features formerly described
as beach ridges.
INITIALSURFACE
RESIDUALS
The initial surface residuals are defined here as including all areas failing
to show evidence of thaw lake activity. While it is not concluded that these
areas are “initial” in the sense of being original unmodified coastal plain, their
ground-icecontent indicates that the existingpermafrostwould have formed
following a deep and extensive thaw that
provided the necessary quantities of
water. The surfacemorphologyand
sub-surface characteristics of the initial
surface residuals are distinctly different from those of the basins. These differences will be discussedlater
sections
in
of paper.
this
The initial surface finds expression in the Barrow region as irregular high,
flat areas between basins, and adjacent to the northeast and northwest margins.
It is featured by high-centred polygons and, in general, more than 70 per cent
of the volume of the upper 20-foot zone of permafrost in theseareas is composed
of ice. The sedimentsconsist of silts, fine sand, and gravel. There are local
concentrations of beach-like gravels that are associated with the residual slopes
thatoccuronthe
initialsurface and, also insome local instances, the slope
betweenthe initialsurface residuals and the basins. The residual slopes will
also be discussed in a later section.
High-centred polygons. High-centred polygons, according to Black (1954),
are characteristic of more or less integratedsurface runoff areas underlainby
rather coarse materials, and areas which are comparatively old. In the
Barrow

.
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area, the onlyintegrated surface runoffis foundonthe
relatively elevated
initial surface residuals. This obviouslyis the oldest surface. The underlying
materials,however, with the exception of ice content, appearidenticalwith
those of the basins.
High-centred polygons are those inwhich the central portion is a mound, outlined by troughs (Fig. 3a) that, according to Britton (1958), and Black (1954), are
initiated and deepened by the differential thaw and erosion of the peripheral
ice-wedges.Soil and vegetable matterthat slumps into the troughs must be,
at least partially, eroded away to allow further thawing and deepening. This
accounts for the fact that these polygonsreach maximum expression in areas
where a drainage system has developed along the troughs. Such areas are found
where initial surfaces are near the boundaries of lakes and drained lake basins,
and near drainages and sea-cliffs. There the relief ranges from less than 6 inches
in the flat central portions of some initial surface residuals, to over 4 feet on
the same surface near the boundary of a basin.
High-centred polygons are variable in size, ranging in diameter from 10-50
feet, which is only a fraction of that of the larger low-centred polygons. The
smaller size of the high-centred polygons can beattributed partially tothe
division of first-order polygons by secondary and tertiary ice-wedge development.
Another effect of this division is seen in the irregular shape of the high-centred
polygons, as compared with that of the low-centred variety. The latter do not
commonlyexhibit division by secondary and tertiary wedges, and therefore

Fig. 3. (a) High-centred polygons; (b) Low-centredpolygons;(c)Initiallydeveloped
highcentred polygonsinrecentlydrainedlakebasin;
(d) Controlled development of ice-wedges
parallel to the margin of a drained lake basin.
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locally show a greater homogeneity of size and shape. However, regionally, the
low-centred polygons show the greater range in size, i.e., 30-200 feet.

THEDRAINED
BASINS
The greaterportion of the land area near Barrow is featuredbydrained
ellipticalorientedlakebasins.
These basins oftenforman
overlap complex
where several smaller basins occurinpartorcompletelywithin
larger, more
ancient drained basins. Basins of several ages appear, in aerial view, to overlap
in this manner. Carlson (1957) mapped the basins from aerial photos to show
their relative ages (Fig. 4). Including the present lakes, this map showsseven
generations of overlapping basins.
The ground-ice content of the upper 20 feet of the permafrost is considerably less for the ancient and recent drained lake basins than for that of the
initial surface residuals. It is thought that the cyclic generation of the basins whereina lake develops, is drained, andasubsequentoverlappingbasin
is
formed - is in part a manifestation of the quantity and distribution of ground
ice. Thisconcept is supportedbythe
differences inelevationbetween
the
basins and theinitial surface, and in their respective ground-ice contents (Table I).
Comparabledata also includethoseconcerningthedepths
of thepresent
existing lakes (Table 11), andthegeothermal investigations of a lakeinthis
area byBrewer(1958a, b). The origin and cyclic generation of the basins will
be discussed in greater detail in a subsequent section of this paper which deals
withthe role of groundice as related tothedevelopment of athermokarst
topography.
Table I. An example of the lateral and vertical distribution of ground ice content as it exists
in the Barrow area, expressed as moisture content (m) per cent of dry soil (weight) and as
ice (I) expressed as a percentage of the total volume of a permafrost sample.
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Fig. 4. Map showing the topographic and age relationshipsof the lakes and drained lake basins.
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Table 11. Length, width, and depth measurements of Barrow lakes, and their location with
respect to the t,opography. Length is measured parallel to the general orientation of the lakes
and the width perpendicularto this

Length

Lake
No.

Yards

1

I ,420

2

4
v

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

29.5
"

2,640
645
410
295
295
350
530
1,580
470
645
950
460
940
2,660
4.520
2 1820
1,700
1,350
705
2.230
2 ;560
750
2,750

Width
Yards

Depth
Feet

585
410
175
585
1,000
585
410
410
410
- ~
235
295
940
470
470
800
460
820
1,650
2,000
765
880
950
705
880
760
620
950

3.3
2.7
2.6
3.5
7.4
2.0
4.4
3.4
2.6
3.4
3.6
6.8
2.3
2.3
3.1
2.8
3.8
4.7
6.5
4.1
2.5
9.0
2.0
4.0
2.9
3.1
3.0

.

Immediate
Topographic
Surroundings
Basin
Basin
Initial Surface
Basin
Basin
Surface
Initial
Basin
Basin
Basin
Basin
Basin
Basin
Basin
Initial Surface
Initial Surface
Initial Surface
Bas/I.S.*
Bas/I.S.
Bas/I.S.
Bas/I.S.
Initial Surface
Initial Surface
Basl1.S.
Basin
Initial Surface
Basin
Initial Surface

*Situated partially as first generation lakes on initial surface residuals, but also overlapping
It was not determined whether the lakes originated
in the
on older drained lake basins.
basins or on the initial surface residuals.

The basins areorientedinanorthwest-southeastdirection.
Several hypotheses have been proposed to account for this orientation. Among these are
included the hypothesis of Black and Barksdale (1949) which suggests that
ancient winds, parallel tothelongdirection
of the basins, accelerated thaw
and erosion in the same direction; those of Livingstone (1954), Rex (1958), and
Carsonand Hussey (1960, 1962), all of whichsuggest thatcurrent systems
introduced by windsblowingperpendicular
tothe direction of orientation
(asis the present prevailing wind direction), to be the active factor; and that
of Rosenfeld and Hussey (1958) concerning the possibility that structural control
might play a role in lake orientation.
Low-centredpolygons.Low-centred
polygons are thedominantminor
relief features of the drained lake basins. These polygons havea centre that
is enclosed by peripheral ridges. The ridges result from the thrusting, upward
and laterally, of materialoneach side of agrowing ice-wedge (Fig. 3b). The
relief from the tops of the ridges to the centres of the polygons is generally 6 to
18 inches. Once the ridge has formed, the relief is enhanced by the accumulation of vegetal material upon it (Black 1954). In many cases the centres are
ponded.
The poor surface drainage conditions typical of these areas results in little
loss of water by runoff and hence little thaw of the ice-wedge. Extensive thaw
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of an ice-wedgewouldallow the ridges toslumpintothedeepenedtrough,
promote drainage, andthusproducean
elevatedcentre.According
to Black,
high-centredpolygonsmightbedevelopedfrom
the low-centred polygons if
the ridge material slumps backward into the depressed centre until the central
portion isfilled with soil and organic material (Fig. 3c). This may account for
some of the polygons of thistypewhich exist in the marsh areas. However,
the usualdevelopment of high-centredpolygonson
the relatively elevated
surfaces appears to result exclusively from the thawand drainage of the icewedge trough.
Although, as mentioned before, low-centred polygons are generally much
larger thantheirhigh-centredcounterpartsinanyone
particular basin, the
sizeis relatively uniform. The first impression of the larger polygons might
by the primary wedges of the initial surface
suggest thattheyareoutlined
residuals, which were retained while the basin developed to its maximum depth,
where the shallowersecondary and tertiary ice-wedges wouldhavebeenlost
duringthaw.This view mightbesupported
by the ice-wedgepatterns, that
are visible from the air, on thebottoms of manypresent lakes. However,
it is not believed thatthis is the case. Geothermaldata collected by Brewer
(1958b) indicate that under any
lake with a water depth
greater than 6 feet,
the permafrosttablewould
be so depressed that all of the initial wedges
would be removed.Elevation differences between the basins andtheinitial
surface residuals indicate, in most instances, a thaw-produced relief that would
have permitted water depths greater than 6 feet. The lesser ground-ice content
of the basinpermafrost further indicates thatsuchadeepthawdid
in fact
occur. It would have removed all traces of the original ice-wedge system. The
ice-wedge pattern existing on the bottoms of present lakesis in all probability
associated with the polygonization that wouldoccur in the bed of any lake,
in a permafrost region, that annually freezes to the bottom. It is also probable
that the polygons that form after the basinwould be larger, and would lack
the secondary and tertiary ice-wedges simplybecause the tension stresses of
the lesser amounts of groundice would not be sufficient to cause the development of the smaller contraction cracks. This viewis further supported by the
controlled, or oriented, polygon patternswhicharecommoninsome
basins
(Lachenbruch,1962)(Fig.3d).Theseshowa
definite rectangularperiphery
and only occur adjacent to drained basin margins. While the processes affecting
this control are not known, their being parallel to the old shore suggests control
of the contraction cracksby the waterbody.

THEPRESENT
LAKES
The present lakes in the Barrow area occur either in the lower segments
of old, partially drained basins, or on the initial surface residuals; or they extend
across the boundarybetweenahighandlow
area. They vary relatively little
in depth, but greatly in shape and areal dimension. The lakes that were studied
range in depth from less than 2 to over 9 feet, and in length from less than
300 to over 4,500 yards. Only larger basins are characteristically elliptical and
oriented. The smaller basins inthis area are irregular inshapeanddonot
generally show the effects of an orienting factor. In some areas on the coastal
plain, even the smallest basins have an elliptical shape and perfect orientation
(Carsonand Hussey 1962). The depths of most of the lakes inthe Barrow

Fig. 5.

Index map of lakes,residualslopes

(referred to on map as beach-slopes), and drill hole locations.
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area havebeenmeasured. The lateraldimensions are easily determined from
the aerial photographs. These data are presented in Table
11.
Fig. 5 shows the existing lakes, numbered so as to correspondwith the
data presented in Table 11. These data indicate no definite relationship between
lake depth and lateral dimension, except that the larger lakes tend also, with
certain exceptions, tobethedeeper.
Lake depthplotted against widthand
length, for the lakes of each topographic setting, reveals no definite correlation.
However, theproblem of thaw lake developmentandorientationhasbeen
treatedin detail by Carson and Hussey (1962). The viewis presented that
there is a characteristic relationshipbetween shape, size, anddepthinthe
initial development of an oriented thaw lake basin. The irregular distribution
of ground-ice and variousstages of drainageproducemanyexceptions
to the
ideal among the present-day lakes in the Barrow area.
The lakes aresubjecttogroupinginto
twodistinct categories onthe
basis of depth:those lakes which are over 6feetdeep, as opposed tothose
which are less than that in depth.
A lake which isless than6feet
in depth will normally freeze tothe
bottomduring the wintermonths.Summerthaw
will meltthe ice andan
active layer at the bottom of the lake. The insulating effect of the sediments
of the active layer controls the limit of thaw beneath an existing lake. The ice
of the underlying permafrost is proven by the existence of a polygonal system
on the bottom of the lake. Lakes which are over 6 feet in depth do not freeze
tothebottominthewinter,andthusa
layer of water is retainedbetween
the ice and the bottom. This
results in a net input
of heat into the ground
from the lake water. The permafrostimmediatelybeneath
the lake is then
thawed, and the permafrost table may be depressed several tens of feet. Brewer
(1958b) reports the permafrost table beneath Fresh Water Lake (9 feet in depth)
to be depressed 195 feet (See also Lachenbruch 1962b).
ICE-CORED
MOUNDS
Among the less prominent of the geomorphic features are the many icecored mounds in the basinal marshes,on the initial surface residuals, and on
the interconnecting slopes.
The mounds have a maximum relief of approximately 4 feet, and diameters
rangingfrom 10 to 15 feet. They consist of a core, composedpredominantly
of ice, covered in some instance by silts and sands, or in others by moss peat.
Thesearethe
soil moundsandpeatmounds,
respectively, as described by
Black (1954).
A soil mound and a peat mound, were blasted open during the 1959 field
season. T h e soil mound(Fig. 6a) had developed on the primary surface just
south of Imaiksaun Basin. It was composed of nearly 2 feet of siltand fine
sandcoveringacore
of massive, bubble-rich ice (Fig. 6b). Soil particles were
dispersed throughoutthe ice mass. The upper6inches
of the soil material
were organically enrichedwith owl droppings. The moundhadaheight
of
slightly over 3 feetandadiameter
of 12feet.Anice-wedgetroughadjacent
tothemoundcontaineda
smallpondwhich,according
to Black (1954) is
commonly associated with these features. In this instance, it was not possible
to determine whether the pond had genetic
significance.
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(a)Ice-coredsoil mound; (b) Exposedice-core of mound shown in (a); (c) Ice-cored
peat mound; (d) Layered ice from coreof mound shown in (c).

The peat mound (Fig. 6c) was situatedin the Imaiksaun Basin, onthe
eastside of the existinglake. It wasless than 1 foothighand about 10 feet
in diameter. The core of this mound consisted of alternate layers of ice and
soil. The layers were approximately 1 inch thick (Fig. 6d). The core was about
2 feetthickand
was covered by about18inches
of spongy, well preserved,
bright yellow moss peat. Beneath the core was an air pocket about 8-10 inches
across. The significance of this has not beenestablished.
The processesby which the ice-moundsaredevelopedhave
not been
thoroughly investigated. Black (1954) states his belief that they are undoubtedly
polygenetic, but pointstoice-injection
by cryostatic processesas acommon
factor intheirdevelopment.Iceinjected
into horizontalcontraction cracks,
adjacent toa source of water,appears tobethemost
likely explanation;
however, a much moredetailedinvestigationmust
be conductedinorder
to
determine which morphological characteristics have genetic significance.
A commoncharacteristic of the ice-cored mounds previously described
is that in each case the ice core is situated in the permafrost. Temporary features
that
described by Black (1954) as ice-laccoliths differ fromthesemounds,in
an ice-core is developedwithin the active layer, covered only by the tundra
vegetal mat. Black reports that thesedevelopina
few hours, or a fewdays,
during a fall freeze-up; most are destroyed by thaw in from 1 to 5 years.
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The summer of 1958 was relatively very warm, and the fall freeze-up period
was late and short. This may account for the fact that no ice-laccoliths were
observed in the Barrow area in either the summer of 1958 or of 1959, though
some excellent examples had been seen the two previous years.

RESIDUAL
SLOPEFEATURES
A feature that looks like a ridge can be seen onthe aerial photograph
(Fig. 7 ) . Rex and Taylor (1953) described this and similar features as old,
upliftedbeach ridges, and stated that they were composed of well stratified
deposits of sand and gravel similar to that of the present beach. They added
thatthe gravels were mantled by 12-18 inches of silt, which Black(1954)
refers to as loess. It has been generally accepted by most investigators that an
intermittent withdrawal of sea level lefta series of beach-ridges at varying
distances inland from the present coast, and that the ridges have subsequently
been covered by loess and preserved on the landscape. This view is supported
by the fact that the features show atendency to conform generally with the
present coastline (Fig. 5).
Fieldstudies have revealed, however, that these features observed on the
aerial photographs donotin fact represent ridges on the landscape, nor do
they represent extensive surface or near-surface deposits of gravel. The features
are actually slopes ranging from 2 to 4 degrees, that occur both on the initial
surface residuals, and between the initial surface andanadjacent
basin. The
photo impression of those slopes that occur asrelief on the initial surface is
especially confusing because the groundpattern of minor relief features on
either side of the slope is identical. This gives the impression of a level surface
Fig. 7. Aerial photo of residual slope with profileA-B showing the actualtopographicrelationship.
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divided by a ridgelike feature.Whereas,infact,
the surface on either side of
the slope may differ in elevation by as much as 15 feet. This difference can be
detectedon the aerial photographs only when viewed stereoscopically. Fig. 7
shows the actual relationships.
Deposits of gravel, similar in appearance and in grading characteristics to
the gravel of the present beach (Fig. 8), are exposed in several localities associated with the slopes. Mechanical analyses of this gravel show thatit falls
well within the range of grading variation for the gravels of the present beach
and off-shore bar deposits. Immediatelynorth of CentralMarsh Basin,close
to the present coast line, gravel is exposed at the edge of the basin near the
surface, being coveredby only about 2 feet of silt and organic matter. This
agrees with previous descriptions of the beach-ridge features. However, the
gravel associated with any of the more southerly slopes is found near the base
of the slope, generally where a lake basin has thawed into it, or where it has
been transected by drainage. Several holes blasted into the slopes reveal that
the gravel is overlain by several feet of silt and sand containing only a scattering
of pebbles. This in general is typical of the sediments of the area. The occurrence of the gravel deposits parallel to the present coastline suggest that they
are probably buried beach or bar deposits. They differ from the deposit’s reported earlier in that they are covered by several feet of silt and fine sand, and
that the surface morphology is a slope rather than a ridge. The term beach-ridge
was ascribed to these features largely because of their appearance on the aerial
photos.
The residual slope features quite probably represent relict initial relief.
However, where the residual slope of an initial surface joins that at the margin
of a basin, it may be that the presence of the concentration of gravels controlled

Fig. 8. Gravelexposed
in trench
at the base of a residual-slope feature.
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the shore erosion in the developing lake basin, and thus determined thelocation
of the slope. T h e gravel may have been concentrated during erosion through
removal of the sandandsilt.They
may in fact be gravel-defended residuals
without having gravel under their entire length. The location and configuration
of the slope may thusbedue largely to basin developmentand not to the
original distribution of beach gravels.
Atthistime,
no explanation can be offered for the two-to-fourdegree
apparent equilibrium of slopes in the area. It may be that this represents the
lowest effective angle of significant masswasting in the existing environment.
This angle has beennoted overextensive areas of the ArcticCoastalPlain
Province.
The Role of Ground Ice in Thermokarst Development
The origin and distribution of the ground ice cannot be over-emphasized
inthis review, inasmuch as it is the accumulation and thaw of ground ice,
morethananyother
factor, that determines the geomorphologyof the area.
GENESIS
OF GROUND
ICE
Permafrost is defined as groundhavinga temperature continuously at or
below 0°C. (Muller 1947). The definition calls for no specific amount of water
(ice). In fact, the often-used term “drypermafrost”indicates
thatthere may
be no water (ice) present at all. However, ice is very commonly associated with
permafrost, and its origin and distribution have been the subject of considerable investigation and debate.
The greatest concentration of ground ice occurs in a zone extending from
immediately beneath the active layer to a depth of from 20 to 30 feet. In many
80
areas, the ground is supersaturatedwith
ice, sometimes tobetterthan
per cent of its volume (Carson and Hussey 1962).
Ice in the ground occurs in nearly vertical ice-wedges, lenses, irregular
masses, small grains and crystals, irregular particles, stringers, and films on the
soil particles (Black 1954). The controversy concerning the origin of ground ice
centres around the development of the ice-wedges. Taber (1943)proposes that
all bodies of ice in the frozen ground originated from water below the freezing
surface, and developed over a relatively short period. Black admitsthatthis
probablyaccountsfor
the smallerice masses, crystals, lenses, etc.However,
he agrees with Leffingwell(1915) that the ice-wedgesgrowover an extensive
period by increments of water added from the surface into vertical contraction
cracks. Water is made available to the cracks during the thaw season. Due to
the effect of a geothermal lag in the frozen ground (Brewer 1958a), the cracks
are open at depth at
a timewhen the surface is thawed. Open vertical contraction cracks have been observed which extend from the seasonal thaw zone
down into the ice in the frozenground. It is the conclusion of mostrecent
observers that the theory of Leffingwell, supported by Black and Lachenbruch
is the correct one.
Taber’s hypothesisfor the existence of the ice content, exclusive of the
wedge-ice,seemsvery
probableand can be demonstrated in the laboratory.
He states that ice layers and veins grow from the surface, downward, as a result
of croyostatic processes whichareoperativeduring
the development of the
permafrost. It is difficult, however, to explain the origin of all forms of ground
ice by one process, as he attempted to do.
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DISTRIBUTION
OF GROUND
ICE
In thisinvestigation of thawlakedevelopment,quantitativeground-ice
determinations were made for several topographically distinct locations in the
Barrow area. It was foundthatthere
is a definiterelationshipbetween
the
ground-ice content and the topographic position
of each area. A later section
of thisreport will attempt to showhowthisvariationinground-ice
content
may both affect andbe affected by thedevelopment of thaw basins. To
determinetheground-icecontent,withotherpertinent
data, holes 32 inches
in diameter were drilled toadepth
of approximately 20 feet. These holes
were large enough to allow a man to climb into them to chip
representative
samples fromthefrozen
side of the hole.Wedge-ice was avoided, butthe
samples were otherwise unbiased. The samples were placed in jars and allowed
to thaw. If the soil was supersaturated with ice, it would settle beneath a column
of freewater. This settlement was measured, and the amount
expressed as a
per cent of the total sample height. The samples were dried to determine the
moisture loss. The moisture content was determined as a per cent of the dry
soil solids (weight). This value, rather than ice content, gives more easily a
truepercentage of thetotalsample.The
ice content as a per cent of total
volume is the best illustration of the ground-ice content, however, and is easily
calculated from the moisture content [moisture per cent dry soil (weight)] by:
m

I=
m-

Where:
I
m
0.91
G

=
=
=
=

x 100

100 (0.91)

G

ice, per cent of total volume
moisture content, per cent of dry soil (weight)
assumed specific gravity of ice
specific gravity of soil solids;
assumed for this area to be 2.65

Inthiscalculation
it is also assumed thatthe air-void volume of the
permafrost is negligible, and that all of the water in the permafrost exists as ice;
the latter assumption is admittedly not true, as in fact water does exist locally
throughoutthepermafrostintheform
of chloridebrines. These brines may
have been trapped in the permafrost
as it developed, following the recession
of the sea, when the sediment voids were filled with sea water (O’Sullivan 1963).
However, observation has led to the belief that, for the calculations of the ice
content, the amount of brine is relatively insignificant. The validity of these
assumptions can be determined only by such basic permafrost studies as bulk
density determinations and chloride analysis.
Moisturecontentand icevolumepercentagedataare
given in Table I.
Thesedata arefromfour of the drillholes, one each located on the initial
surface, inanancientdrained
basin, ina recentlydrainedlakebasin,
and
beneaththebottom of a filled lake basin (inthis case thehole was drilled
and sampled while the lake was frozen to the bottom). The sites were chosen
as beingrepresentative of their respective areas. The locations of thesesites
areshowninFig.
5. In this paper, the analysis of thedistribution of ice
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content is limited to a comparison of the ice content for the topographically
distinct areas. The vertical variance in ice content cannot be accounted for at
thistime; however, the permeability, porosity, and capillary potential of the
sediments, along with the availability of water at various depths, are probably
among the significant factors.
THAW-RELIEF POTENTIAL
A major goal of this investigation was to ascertain the probable magnitude
of relief that can be ascribed to the thawing of ground ice. The major relief
in the Barrow area is betweeninitialsurface residuals and the floors of some
lake basins. The belief of most investigatorsacquaintedwiththis
or similar
areas is that the basins represent depressions resulting from thaw.
Observationsindicate that the normal amount of surface runoff is negligible and that it could not have produced the numerous basins. Normal drainage
conditionsaresuchthatmaximumsurface
runoffoccurs at a timewhen the
ground is frozen, or protected fromerosion by snow or ice. However, a condition
that cannot be consideredasanormal
annual phenomenon exists during the
spontaneous draining of a lake basin. Observations of a basin that was recently
drained by induceddrainage revealed that erosion of the drainageline, and
the extension of the drainage back into the basin, wasvery pronounced. The
bottom of the basin in general, however, appeared to be lowered very slightly,
if at all, as a result of erosion.
At some localities in the Barrow area, the reliefreaches magnitudes that
are difficult to explain by thaw phenomena alone. In at least one area, that south
of Imaiksaun Basin, the local reliefisnearly
45 feet, as measuredfrom the
bottom of the present lake to the top of the initial surface residual, immediately
south of the basin. On the west side of the basin, the primarysurfacesteps
off to an area of similar surface characteristics, also assumed to be initial. This
surface is only 15 feet above the bottom of the present lake. The higher surface
is joined with both the basin and the lower primaryarea by a three degree
slope. T h e slope was formerly mapped as a beach-ridge, because of its appearance
on aerial photos and the occurrence of gravel below its surface. T h e nature of the
slope between the two initial surface areas, and between the high area and the
basin, is sufficiently different from most such boundaries as to strongly support
the concept that it is part of the initial relief. The character and magnitude
of the relief between the lowinitial surface residual area andthe basin is
typical of that whichcanbest be explained as being due to thaw processes.
The relationship of the situationdescribedabove
is schematicallyillustrated
in Fig. 9.
Livingstone et al (1958), from the volume of a basin that he assumed had
formedfromsettlementdue
to ground-icethaw,calculated
the volumeper
cent of ice in the permafrost necessary to account for the basin development.
the Barrow area make it possible inversely to
Ice-contentdeterminationsin
determine the potential depth a basin might attain by thaw processes. However,
there are variables other than ice-content involved in this determination. These
include the air-void volume of the permafrost, the wedge-ice volume, and the
void volume of the sediment after thaw. Since these have not been absolutely
determined, assumed approximations must be employed, or the factor discarded
if believed insignificant. This is allowable if, instead of trying to determine an
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Fig. 9. Schematic diagram
showing initial relief in th
Imaiksaun basin area.

absolute value forpotentialthaw-settlement, an attempt is made to calculate
the minimum amount that the ground will settle in an area by removal of the
ground ice. O n this basis, it is permissible to neglect the air-void volume of
the permafrost.Observationsindicate
thatthisfactor
is negligible.
Thaw of the wedge-ice will definitelyaccountfor somesettlement. The
average widths and depths for the ice-wedges in most areas has been determined
by drilling. In an area of intense ice-wedge development on an initial surface
residual, the volume of wedge-ice in the upper 20 feet of permafrost is less than
5 per cent. This would account for less than 1 foot of settlement upon thaw.
Thus, areas in which the polygons are over 25 feet in diameter would experience
almostnegligible settlement fromthaw of the wedge-ice. Thus,thesetwo
factors, air-void volume and wedge-ice volume, can be eliminated from consideration in figuring minimum settlement.
The onlysettlement factors leftto considerare the ground-ice content
(exclusive of wedge-ice) and the void volume of the sediment after thaw. T o
calculate the potentialsettlement resultingfromthesefactors,
it isnecessary
only to express each in relation to a given quantity of soil solids i.e. the void
ratio. It has beenshown
that amathematicalrelationship
exists between
ground-iceper cent of volume of permafrost andthemoisturecontent
expressed as per cent of weight of dry soil solids. If one considers a column of
permafrostinwhich
thereare 100 weightunits of soil solids, the following
relationship may easily be derived:
m

100

"
-

0.91

S=

m

-+0.91

G

(e)

100

x 100

G

Where:

S = settlement, expressed as apercentage of an original
height of a column (or layer) of permafrost
m = moisture
content
e = void ratio of the sediment
G = specific gravity of the soil solids
0.91 = assumed specific gravity of ice
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Forthis calculation, the assumed specific gravity of the soil solids will
be 2.65.
The void ratio of the thawedsediment is dependent primarilyupon its
grading characteristics and the amount of compaction to which it is subjected.
The compaction of the sedimentfromoverlyingmaterial
decreases the void
ratio. Therefore,since thesettlement is inversely dependentuponthe
voidratio value, it stands to reason that the void ratios from uncompacted samples
whichhavethawed
andsettled would bea conservative figure to use when
calculating theminimumsettlement
of materials whichwould definitely be
subjected tocompaction.Void
ratios determined from the thawedsamples
fell generally near 0.7. This value is supported by void-ratio determinations
from other soils having similar grading characteristics.
T o calculate theminimumactualsettlement
whichmightoccur
inany
area subjected to ground-ice thaw, it is only necessary to sum the percentages
calculated from the 1-foot moisturecontentdeterminations
from a drill
hole in that area. The moisture content of samples collected from the drill holes
listed in Table I were determined and the potential settlement
calculated for
each of the sites. These locations are considered tobe representative of the
different topographic surfaces of the area. T h e average minimumsettlement,
expressed as a percentage of an original depth, and the minimum actual settlement expressed infeet,whichmay
be possible by ground-icethaw, for the
upper 20 feet of permafrost, is given in Table 111.
Table 111. Average potential settlement values that might result from the removal of the
ground ice to a depth of 20 feet in topographically distinct areas (see Fig. 5 for locations of
drill holes sites).

Percentage
Area

lake

Initial surface residual
Ancient drained lake basin
Recent drained lake basin
Present

Drill
Hole

P
B-I
B-I1 2 . 3
L

Average
Settlement

Minimum
Actual
Settlement

55.4
19.0
11.5
2.0

11.1
3.8

0.4

These data show a great variation in calculated potential minimum settlement for the different surfaces. T h e greatest variation is between the initial
surface residual and the bottom of the present lake. Lack of sufficient specific
datapreventsdrawing
of conclusions as tothe reason for the variation in
settlement values for the three basin areas. It appears to be a sound hypothesis,
however, thatthe variation between the initial surface settlementpotential
and that of the basin areas is due to settlement already having taken place in
the basins during their thaw development. This
hypothesismay be tested in
the areas of drill locations P and B-11. The location of drill hole P is on an
initial surface residual having an elevation 10 feet above that of drill hole B-11,
which is located in the adjacent drained lake basin. If all of the ice were removed
from the upper 20 feet of ground in each of the areas, what is now the initial
surface would be only about 2 feet above the basin. If it is acknowledged that
it would take a 30-foot hole on the initial surface to correlate with the 20-foot
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hole in the basin, and if the additional settlement due to the greater concentration of wedge-ice in the initial surface residual were considered, thenit is
reasonable that this value would be slightly smaller. Thus, it might be supposed
that in the past both areas were part of the same surface.

THECYCLIC
GENERA'IXON
OF THE THAW
BASINS
While thawing of the ground ice is the most probable explanation for the
initiation and development of a lake, the processes by which it is partially or
completely drained and a subsequent lake is formed, wholly or in part within
the original basin, are not clearly understood.
Obviously a lake can be drained by being tapped by a stream or a
lower
level expanding thaw basin. In either case drainage is probably started by thaw
of an ice-wedge between the basin inquestionandastreamor
lower basin.
A basin whose potential development, towards some maximum depth possible
by thaw, was interrupted by draining, would naturally continue to deepen by
the additional thaw, and a lake would subsequently form.
However, the relief
characteristics of some of the more ancient basins, along with the ice content
of the underlying permafrost, indicate that at one time thesebasins had attained
the maximum depth. The fact that they subsequently also contained lakes or
lake basins indicates processes considerably more complex than those mentioned
above.
One can hypothesize that alakeoriginating on the initialsurfacewould
thaw until a layer of sediment formed thick enough
to provide an insulating
active layer over the permafrost table. Measurements have determined the thickness of this lake bottom active layer to be from 1 to 2 feet. As the depth becomes
relatively static, there is nothing to prevent the lake from thawing laterally. An
exceptionally warm summer would cause a further deepening of the lake through
the removal of additional ice from the underlying permafrost, or by displacement
of some of the active layer by wave erosion. The fact that such erosion does occur
is illustrated by the benches of sediments observed adjacent to the margins of
some recently drained basins. By the continual shifting of these sediments, the
lake bottom would inch itsway downward towards the significant depth of 6 feet.
At this depth, the lake would no longer freeze to the bottom, and a net input
of heat would result. This would acceleratethe depression of the permafrost table
to a considerable depth (Brewer 1958b) as the basin deepened to the maximum
possible by thaw alone. At any stage, the development of this basin could be interrupted by drainage. A subsequent lake could then deepen
by the same processes
as outlined above.
While the lake is at the maximum depth, the thawed ground between its
bottom and the depressed permafrost table will probably become saturated with
water. As the basin is subsequently drainedby one process or another, permafrost
will return and ice will be injected into the freezing ground from below by the
same cryostatic processes that were active during the formation of the original
permafrost. The upper zone of new frozen ground will become supersaturated
with ice, causing some uplift of the bottom of the basin. The net result will be
a drained basin having underlying frozen ground with ground-ice quantities sufficient to enable a lake basin subsequently to develop within the older one. This
hypothesis is consistent with the ice content distribution data listed in Table I.
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Summary and Conclusions

The topography in the Barrow area, as in all similar regions of permafrost,
results from the interactions of the usual geomorphic processes of erosion and
mass wasting, plus the effects of certain regional processes that areassociated with
extremely low temperatures. These include: 1) fracture and movement of frozen
2) surface
groundmaterial, as aresult of thermalcontractionandexpansion;
uplift, resulting from the accumulation of ground-ice; and, 3) surface subsidence,
resulting from the thaw of ground ice.
The sequence of geomorphic events that might explain ideally some of the
relief characteristics of the Barrow area are as follows:

1. Emergence from the ocean.

2. Freezing with simultaneous injection
30 feet becomes supersaturated with

of ground ice. Only the upper 20 or
ice because the necessary water must

move up from the material below.

3. The ground,frozen andsupersaturatedwith

ice, is subjected to thermal
contraction during seasonal periods of extreme cold, so that a polygonal net
of tension fractures is developed.

4. Additional ice is added to these cracks in seasonal increments, from the surface melt-water, thus forming a polygonal net of ice-wedges.

5. The addition of the ice to the wedges is accompanied by the upthrusting of
material adjacent to them, bothby the expansion of ice during the freeze-up,
and of the ground during seasonal warm-up. This tends to form ridges of
material on each side of the ice-wedge.

6. If drainageconditionsare

sufficient, the ice-wedges will be thawed, and
troughs will be formed and perpetuated by the drainage. The ridge-forming
material may slump into the troughs and develop the high-centred polygons.
However, if drainage conditions are such that the wedge-ice is not eroded,
the ridges can develop to where they stand in significant relief above the
centres of the polygons, thus producing low-centred polygons.
7 . Wherever watermaybecomeponded(such
as in the centres of the lowcentred polygons) in such quantities as to facilitate the further thawing of
ground ice, a lake basin starts forming. Thisbasin may develop in depth until
all of the excess ground ice has been removed, or until a layer of sediment
builds up on the bottom through which seasonal thaw cannot extend.
8. Eventually the basinwill become drained by one process or another, and
two topographically distinct types of areas will have evolved: the basin areas;
and the initial surface residuals.
9. The drainage on the relatively elevated initial surface will become integrated
along the ice-wedge troughs, draining into the basins, and leaving the highcentred polygons as the predominant minor relief feature existing upon the
initial surface residuals.
10. The drainage of the basin areas is confined and, therefore, these
areas are
characterized by the low-centred polygons.
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11. Ice-cored mounds develop on both surfaces, most probably due to the injection of ice into horizontal contraction cracks.
The potential settlement evaluations, based on moisture-content determinations, lead to the conclusion that the basins existing in the Barrow area could
have developed bythe thaw of ground ice from the initial surface residuals, if one
assumes that some of the greatest relief between the basins and theinitial surface
is due to initial relief upon the initial surface residuals.
Evidence for initial relief is found in the residual slope feature that exists
at present both as relief upon the initial surface and between the initial surface
residuals and some of the basins.
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